This article engages with debates about the status and geographies of colonial science by arguing for the significance of meteorological knowledge-making in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century Mauritius. The article focuses on how tropical storms were imagined, theorised and anticipated by an isolated -but by no means peripheral -cast of meteorologists who positioned Mauritius as an important centre of calculation in an expanding infrastructure of maritime meteorology. Charles Meldrum in particular earned renown in the mid-nineteenth century for theoretical insights into cyclone behaviour and for achieving an unprecedented spatial reach in synoptic meteorology. But as the influx of weather data dried up towards the end of the century, attention turned to new practices of 'single-station forecasting', by which cyclones might be foreseen and predicted, not through extended observational networks, but by careful study of the behaviour of one set of instruments in one place. These practices created new moral economies of risk and responsibility, as well as 'a poetry', as one meteorologist described it, in the instrumental, sensory and imaginative engagement with a violent atmospheric environment. Colonial Indian Ocean 'cyclonology' offers an opportunity to reflect on how the physical, economic and cultural geographies of an island colony combined to produce spaces of weather observation defined by both connection and disconnection, the latter to be overcome not only by infrastructure, but by the imagination.
Introduction
Islands occupy a special place within the history of science. Scientists, colonial administrators, and their historians have often interpreted islands as 'natural laboratories' -uniquely closed spaces, set apart from the wider world, fenced off by their natural oceanic boundaries, and thus amenable to unique forms of knowledge production, social experimentation, and environmental control. But in the case of a science like meteorology, whose object of study reaches emphatically beyond the bounds of such island laboratories, Simon Naylor has recently suggested that islands can perform a variety of spatial functions. In his study of William Reid's work on hurricanes during his time as governor of Bermuda, Naylor argues that the island functioned as a form of laboratory, but also variously as archive and field. As archive, the island was a place where data could be amassed, stored, and disseminated; as field, where epistemic authority was drawn from Accepted for publication in British Journal for the History of Science 2 long periods of careful local observation; and as laboratory, it was a site where apparently universal laws could be tested in a fashion which was independent of locale. 1 This tripartite spatiality of island meteorology can greatly enrich the historiography of island science. The tension between the fact that meteorology is a science which unavoidably takes place within its object of study -the atmosphere -and the uneven patterning of meteorology's social and cultural authority, has informed a burgeoning literature on the historical geographies of atmospheric science, concerned with the spaces of knowledge production and circulation, the enduring importance of place in meteorological practice, and the scalar interactions of local, national, imperial and global knowledge-making. 2 The historical geography of meteorology can therefore make important contributions to understanding the historical role of islands in scientific practice and discourse, and of the relationships between science, empire and colonialism.
The atmospheric environments of colonised islands were frequently a matter of intense scientific interest and speculation. As Richard Grove has shown, concerns about local climatic changecommon features of Enlightenment environmental thought -found their earliest expressions in places such as Saint Helena and Mauritius. These seemingly Edenic places, the last bastions of divine natural harmony, were uniquely vulnerable, it was thought, to human interventions like tree-felling and plantation agriculture which could fundamentally alter the natural balance which assured adequate rainfall and climatic moderation. This conception of island climates as being relatively closed systems invited experiments in conservation policy and practice, and islands became increasingly regulated and controlled environments as colonial states sought -with varying levels of commitment -to manage new (and newly conceived) assemblages of people, plants, animals, and atmosphere. 3 Yet the fate of island colonies was, of course, shaped to no less a degree by much wider atmospheric dynamics. The trade winds which carried ships to and fro, the rain bands which Accepted for publication in British Journal for the History of Science 3 brought liquid sustenance from across the ocean, the cyclonic storms which whipped the tropical seas into frenzies of wind and rain -all these phenomena helped make and break the fortunes of island experiments, and historical actors were in many respects no less conscious of the vast spatial scales on which they operated than we are today. 4 Yet the need to reach beyond the island itself in order to understand how colonists sought to make sense of and manage their more immediate environments has been largely unmet in island historiography. The aim of this special issue -to reconceptualise the Indo-Pacific world as a space of islanded interconnections 5 -helps us get towards the required dissolution of the boundaries which have arisen between island history and the spaces which surround and, in a sense, define the island -the oceans, with their possibilities for inter-and disconnection, their geophysical turbulence, their dynamic, often puzzling interactions with the atmosphere above, and their cultural loading with ideas of inhospitability and an unruly spaciousness. To think island science beyond the island in this way is to position islands within what Siobhan Carroll labels the 'atopia' of ocean and atmosphere; spaces of cultural-economic circulation and domination which nonetheless evaded territorial control, and which were possessed of a 'natural alterity'. They were instances of Spivak's 'planetary' spaces, which can freely 'undo, arrest, deviate, or destroy the human systems of global circulation with which they become associated'. 6 The history of meteorology provides fertile ground to think through the weaving of island life, in both the biophysical and social senses, into broader oceanic and atmospheric environments. In this paper I focus on the development of meteorology in Mauritius between the mid-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, examining the emergence of a uniquely vibrant and very public culture of atmospheric knowledge-making, and the articulation of such knowledge-making within broader projects of island economy. The paper falls into two main parts. The first examines the emergence of a dedicated Meteorological Society on Mauritius in the 1850s, and traces its efforts to use ship logbooks to build a new picture of the behaviour of Indian Ocean Accepted for publication in British Journal for the History of Science 4 cyclones in particular, and of tropical storms in general. Here, following Naylor, Mauritius functioned as archive; a storehouse of meteorological data, and an important centre of calculation. 7 Through the combined and uneven labours of ship captains and meteorological clerks, 'serviceable truths' were produced which were recognised in metropolitan scientific circles, while also serving local decision-making. 8 where newly universal laws could be applied in local predictive practices which combined written rules, theoretical knowledge, and the imaginative projection of cyclone behaviour in a space which eluded direct meteorological observation. Meteorology in this period developed through new observational practices and new social relationships, the meteorologist becoming a newly accountable actor, and the observatory a newly regulated space, within colonial society.
In constructing an historical geography of island meteorology, the paper aims to contribute to ongoing debates about the nature of colonial science, and about the assumed relationship between 'centres' and 'peripheries' in the production of scientific knowledge. The functioning of Mauritius as a meteorological archive means rich records are available to the historian, encompassing reams of weather data along with scientific publications, government reports, correspondence, and newspaper coverage of the island's meteorological life. These sources are supplemented here by the personal recollections of one meteorologist, Albert Walter, whose idiosyncratic writings offer a unique insight into the daily routines and personal struggles which are so often absent from the archives of all but the most celebrated in the science. By reconstructing first the emergence of a meteorological culture on Mauritius, and then by following the traces of controversy, whether theoretical or political, the aim is to understand the status and geographies of colonial science by exploring how Mauritius was positioned as a centre of meteorological knowledge-making, a node in expanding imperial and global networks, but one nonetheless shaped by concerns and circumstances which were thoroughly local -both to the island itself, and to the world of the Indian Ocean. Historians have recently sought to go beyond centre-periphery models of scientific practice and 'diffusion', which position colonial sciences as subservient, derivative and inferior to metropolitan sciences. 10 Alongside broader moves in imperial historiography, the primacy of the metropole has been re-thought, and networks of colonial science have come to be read as polycentric, often transient, with relations not of dependency but of reciprocity and exchange.
A place for meteorology
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Richard Grove, for example, has emphasised the contributions of colonial scientists and savants to emerging understandings of atmospheric patterns and interconnections from the late eighteenth century onwards, while Gregory Cushman has emphasised the complex trans-national and trans-imperial exchanges which shaped the development of tropical meteorology, both in the tropics, and in the meteorological citadels of temperate capitals. 12 Mauritius has provided its own grist to the revisionist mill, with William K. Storey's history of sugar cane botany providing further evidence of the existence of distinctive colonial cultures of scientific knowledge-making, organised around local needs, attuned to local structures of authority and sociologies of trust, and productive of their own truths, many furnished with the ability to travel beyond the local 24 also agreed to an annual subsidy of £50 to help with publishing costs. 25 With that, the instruments which had been ordered from London and Bombay two years earlier could finally be installed and put to use. Barometers were sent to Rodrigues and the Seychelles, and monthly reports received in return. Not long after the time that Port Louis couldn't seem to claim half an observatory, the town could briefly boast two, with the Royal Engineers establishing a node in their rapidly expanding network of imperial magnetic observatories some 300 yards from the harbour-side observatory. Weather observations were made here every six hours until 1858, when it was pulled down to make way for a new railway line.
The Society aimed from the outset at developing a wide membership structure, not just to bring in funds, but to ensure that its meteorological truths could be 'serviceable' to all interested parties on the basis of their collaborative production. This was particularly significant on an island where, as Meldrum opined, Her Civil and Military Officers, her Planters and Merchants, together with a general population descended from two nations pre-eminently distinguished for their love and promotion of every branch of science and industry will not, it is hoped, be altogether indifferent to work in which their own personal interests and the interests of science and humanity are alike concerned. 26 This was a moment when the institutionalisation of meteorology as a distinct branch of physical science was starting to take hold in Europe, albeit amidst widespread disagreement as to its rigour, precision, and practical utility. 27 Many of meteorology's potential patrons showed little faith in the use value of the science, with its low levels of predictive skill and lack of general physical theory, so sympathisers took every rhetorical opportunity to convince doubters that this was a science worth backing. Many of the early speeches and exchanges at the Meteorological 'Cyclonology', as it was beginning to be called, was to be the chief area of interest for the Society, and the ambition to expand an observational network on land and sea was geared towards building the foundational laws upon which could be based new ways of understanding, sensing, and perhaps predicting the storms which were so much a part of the consciousness of an island society organised around agriculture and maritime trade. The Society aimed to develop the approach pursued by Thom in the 1840s -compiling, tabulating and analysing observations made aboard ships calling at Mauritius and, in the process, it was hoped, helping to rationalise and standardise the making of these observations. The aim, ultimately, was to publish compiled, simultaneous observations not only for Mauritius itself, but for the entire Southern Indian
Ocean. In fact, earlier ambitions on the island had been to construct a global picture, but the weight of the required work meant that the Indian Ocean was a more practical aim. 29 It was a task similar in scope to Maury's efforts to chart the winds of the North Atlantic, but with the crucial difference that 'while he [Maury] gives the general direction of the prevailing winds in Accepted for publication in British Journal for the History of Science 11 separate squares of five degrees each, for particular seasons, our attempt is to shew how the atmospheric currents curve and deflect, over all the Indian Ocean, at the same time and from day to day, during the course of the year'. 30 Around this time effort was being made in London and elsewhere to formalise the practice of meteorology at sea. While some within the Admiralty had been keen on promoting maritime meteorology since the early decades of the nineteenth century, it took the intervention of the Royal Society before barometers were formally issued to Royal Navy ships in 1843, with the updated Admiralty Instructions of 1844 requiring captains make four observations daily. 31 Turning merchant ships into reliable observatories was, of course, a rather more difficult task, although officers on East India Company ships were often keen weather documenters. 32 The efforts to turn both merchant and naval ships into 'itinerant observatories' 33 nonetheless reflects the wider juxtaposition between the idealised regularity of geophysical observation and the real-life instability of its social, political and material superstructures, which has been well documented in the burgeoning history of the observatory sciences. 34 This instability was a common feature of early colonial meteorology, where the sporadic observations of explorers and missionaries had yet to be supplemented by centralised networks under governmental control. 35 Mid-nineteenth century weather data may have 'followed the paths of British ships and traced a geography of storms that conformed to the contours of Britain's imperial interests', 36 but the metropolitan organs of state could not necessarily be relied upon for moral or financial support to budding colonial meteorologists. It is against this background of a science still struggling for authority and recognition in London and other imperial centres which makes the Mauritian case so unique:
here was a meteorological society with ambitions -if not yet the means -to develop a centralised structure, with public service at its centre, which pre-dated the founding, in 1854, of the Meteorological Department of the Board of Trade in London by three years. Indeed, it was in the same year of latter's founding that the three posts of Government Observer, Officer-in- 
Constructing cyclones
The Meteorological Society's main advances were not to arise from the theoretically rarefied (but in practice rather troubled) spaces of the island's successive observatories. They were to arise instead from the even more unruly space of the ocean, criss-crossed by merchant vessels with their army of potential observers, some of whom embraced the role eagerly, albeit with varying levels of formality or regularity. From the outset the Society had employed a clerk whose job it was to go aboard every ship entering Port Louis harbour, brandishing a letter from the Secretary requesting permission to make a copy of the log book and its weather observations. Meldrum would amass and study these copies, along with copies of log books deposited at the London The copying and the tabulating was taxing work in itself; extracting meaning from it all was made all the more difficult by the lack of standard instruments and techniques used on-board ships, the frequent contradictions between captains' and masters' logbooks, and the unwillingness of some mariners to open up their logbooks to any outside scrutiny at all. The latter were easily dismissed by the Society though -any Captain whose character led him to so jealously guard his logbook would likely not fit the model of a well-disciplined and faithful weather observer anyway. The Society nonetheless sought to make known the difficulties they were working with.
In a concerted bid to attract more public and mariner support, the Society took to publishing much of the ship data in its rawest form, in order to illustrate to their interlocutors and potential allies just how difficult the work of standardisation and tabulation could be. The aim was to 'shew how difficult a task it is to trace out the general law of storms from data in which inconsistencies and inaccurate observations are mixed up with a few great truths'. 39 Although far from Latour's circulating immutable mobiles, with their flattening of the messiness and contingencies of scientific production into polished graphical forms, these messy tables served similar purposes: on the one hand claiming authority by illustrating the expanding spatial reach of the Society across the ocean, and on the other, illustrating the hard work and self-sacrifice of Society members, particularly Meldrum, in working-through the often chaotic raw data with which they were presented. It was an exercise in enrolling allies -allies that would offer this Mauritius, and 'scudded round and round for five successive days!' 44 The log book showed the ship to have gradually spiralled towards the centre of the storm, in a 'natural experiment' which appeared to bear out the spiral hypothesis, along with other emerging evidence, such as the peppering of ships near the centres of storms with land birds, insects and butterflies, which were surely 'carried inwards by the incurving tendency of the winds…If the wind blew in true circles they would be scattered all over the body of the cyclone'. 45 Yet Piddington's advice to sailors on how to judge the patterns of the winds, and how to best navigate them, remained based on the assumption of circular winds, and his 'horn cards' -wind diagrams printed onto transparent sheets (made from animal horn) to be read on top of maritime charts -followed an earlier circular design by Reid. There are no means of determining the exact forms of the cyclones on each day; but it is evident that the wind did not blow in true circles. From observations made on all sides of the Phoenix storm, on the 25th, it would appear that the meteor had a helical form; for, while the SE trade swept round on its Western side, and the NW monsoon on its Eastern side, in two distinct curves, there was an Easterly stream of air (between the N E.ly and S. E.ly winds) extending over several degrees, and directed towards the vortex.
On that day, then, and also on subsequent days, the bearing of the centre, at some distance, could not have been determined by the rules laid down on the subject. From the winds and weather at Port Louis on the 25th, for example, the centre, according to the Law of Storms, should have been due North of the island, whereas it was WNW of it; and the bearing of the centre from St Denis, where the wind was SE., should have been NE, whereas it was about NNW. and elliptical hypothesis, it was assumed, would have saved lives and property. 48 Meldrum began to achieve international renown for his work. He was elected a Fellow of the British Meteorological Society in 1868, and during the 1870s his renown spread further, as scientists and mariners in different corners of the world recognised the significance of his work, which was described in one Wellington newspaper as "One of the most important contributions recently made to science", yet "so deeply practical". 49 He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1876, with nominations from such scientific luminaries as Edward Sabine, James Glaisher and Francis Galton. In the same year he was awarded an LL.D. from the University of Aberdeen. with a S.Ely wind, however fine the weather may be here, it may be inferred with the utmost certainty that a storm or gale has set in on the equatorial border of the tradewinds; and experience shows that the storm may then be at a distance of several hundreds of miles. If the barometer continues to fall with the wind still at S.Erd, and the weather getting worse, it may be inferred with equal certainty that the storm is advancing towards the Island. 53 'From a careful analysis of the observations taken at sea', Meldrum argued, 'viewed in connection with observations taken at Port Louis, our knowledge of the Meteorology of the Indian Ocean is such that we can now tell with certainty not only when bad weather prevails at a distance, but almost with equal certainty, where it prevails'. 54 Alongside work on rainfall periodicity and links between climate, vegetation and health, Meldrum continued to refine his cyclonology, and began using his new-found laws to issue storm warnings to the press when a cyclone appeared to be in the vicinity. Following his following an earlier return to Scotland, the efforts to produce daily synoptic charts had ceased, save for the occasional chart during the cyclone season to display storm tracks. The ship data, once collected with a view to 'obtaining a correct representation of the atmospheric conditions over the Indian Ocean', were 'now well nigh useless'. 55 With this we can say that Mauritian meteorology became more islanded 56 -concerned less with the geophysics of an ocean basin, and more with the management of risk upon the island itself; a shift which was forced by changing geographies of oceanic trade, but one which was also enabled by the serviceable truths which had been built during Mauritius's time as a centre of meteorological calculation.
The arts of forecasting
Meldrum had furnished himself, and his colleagues and successors, with new practices for constructing and anticipating weather 'at a distance'. Although the expansion of Mauritius's Accepted for publication in British Journal for the History of Science 20 meteorological empire had proceeded through the establishment of telegraphic links to surrounding islands, this system provided little help in forecasting cyclones. In the British Isles, telegrams from the west coast meant that information about the weather could out-run the weather itself, and warnings could be issued about approaching storms. 57 In Mauritius, the techniques of sensing cyclones at a distance expanded the field of vision beyond that of the comparatively more limited telegraph system, which didn't connect the island to anywhere that could detect an approaching cyclone earlier than the RAO itself. The superior instruments at the RAO could detect a hurricane not much later than the observers at Rodrigues, who came into telegraph contact with the opening of the Durban-Perth segment of Britain's 'All-Red' line in 1901. 58 However, by closely observing the behaviour of the barometer, anemometer and of the clouds, and by comparing this behaviour with the laws being laid down by Meldrum and others, it seemed possible to determine the location and direction of a cyclone hundreds of miles away, and thus to determine the probability of it striking Mauritius. Prediction, rather than lawbuilding, thus became the chief means by which meteorology claimed a part in the public life of the colony.
The predictive skill of such techniques was severely tested by the devastating cyclone which struck the colony on the 29 th of April, 1892, leaving over 1100 dead, 2000 wounded, one-third of Port Louis levelled, and the colony's agro-industrial infrastructure in disarray (see figure 2) . 59 In the preceding days a low barometer and veering wind had prompted the acting Governor Hubert
Jerningham to enquire of the danger. With the barometer rising slightly on the 28 th , no great risk was identified, although the harbour master was warned of a heavy sea. By the morning of the 29 th conditions became more ominous. The barometer was falling again, and the government's chief administrative officer was warned by telegram that 'the depression was recurving and approaching the island'. 60 The telegram never reached its destination, and soon communication across the whole island was disrupted as the storm, seemingly unanticipated by all but a nervous The 1892 storm, which lived long in the cultural memory of the colony, could have dealt a fatal blow to the authority of the island's meteorologists. 62 As it was though, a shared understanding of the 'law of storms' across the communities of knowledge makers and users, and crucially of the epistemological limits of such laws, meant that the imperfection of the meteorologist's craft was accepted and accounted for in the apportioning of blame. The laws, as serviceable truths, were taken as workable guides to anticipate and prepare for storms, their incertitude acknowledged and treated as an epistemological inevitability rather than a failing of the meteorologists themselves.
A few years later a young meteorologist named Albert Walter arrived in Mauritius following a short stint tabulating meteorological and astronomical observations at Greenwich Observatory.
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The twenty-year-old newcomer was assigned quarters at the Observatory, in a small outbuilding in which the previous two European assistants had died of malaria, the disease having become endemic to the area during the construction of the Observatory in the 1860s. The most urgent of his new tasks was familiarising himself with the latest understandings of Indian Ocean meteorology, and particularly with Meldrum's work on the patterns and behaviour of cyclones.
He spent weeks engrossed in Meldrum's charts, learning the laws which would enable him to The Governor suspended his instructions in regard to residence, informing me that he had complete confidence in my discretion to reside at the Observatory whenever it was necessary. This decision, of course, threw a very heavy responsibility on my shoulders but it resulted in establishing me as a reliable single station forecaster in the eyes of the government and the general public. 66 Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century meteorologists had been divided on the origins and functioning of cyclonic storms, with consequences for how the possibility of prediction was conceived. Thermal or convective theories, which saw the release of latent heat through the condensation of water vapour as the chief source of kinetic energy in cyclones, slowly came to marginalise earlier, dynamic or mechanical theories which saw the existence of conflicting currents in the wind field as the chief source of motion. James Pollard Espy's early convective theory of the 1830s required the thermodynamic advances of the 1850s and 1860s before it could be enumerated, and later studies of surface temperatures and cloud and precipitation patterns appeared to support the notion of convection being the key source of kinetic energy. Convective theory, rooted as it was in the key theoretical concerns of mid- cyclones, and disease outbreaks hurt the prospects for outside capital investment, 82 and Walter's scheme aimed to smooth the inter-annual cycle of capital circulation, which saw capital lying dormant between December and April, while profits were frequently consumed by the repair of storm-damaged buildings and equipment. 83 Walter's proposals received the support of the planter and financial communities, but it wasn't until after World War II that a cyclone insurance scheme based on his calculations was instituted. 84 By that time Walter had long since moved on to Nairobi, where he led the establishment of the British East African Meteorological Service.
Working across huge swathes of territory, he regretted the loss of his island laboratory where total vision and freedom from 'the effect of extraneous outside influences' had allowed him to trace, across a wide range of phenomena, 'the relation of cause and effect' in seemingly precise terms. 85 Despite ongoing efforts to develop new infrastructures for field-based agricultural meteorology, it wasn't until his involvement in the post-war development of Britain's 'groundnut scheme' in Tanganyika, with the possibility of intensive monitoring of climate and crops, that
Walter could at last regain something of the laboratory vision he felt himself to have attained in
Mauritius.
The cyclonic sublime
Making knowledge about cyclones in colonial Mauritius was always about finding imaginative ways of filling in the gaps in-between sparse, often unreliable instrumental observations, whether that be the retrospective construction of cyclone tracks and behaviour from loosely coordinated ship observations, or Walter's inferences about the damage wrought by cyclones in between the points where the cyclone, and its effects, could be directly observed. The practice of single station forecasting pushed the challenges of 'remote sensing' even further, and in a curious passage in his memoirs Walter related the emotional, imaginative work which lay behind this palimpsest of observation, projection and correction. In the preface to a passage entitled 'The
Cyclone…A meteorological fantasy…or an objective reality?' he appealed to future keepers of his memoirs to either retain this section within the memoirs of his 'official life', or to relegate it to the more informal autobiography he planned to write for his family. Their decision was to be based on whether Walter's animist reading of the character of cyclones was in future deemed to be nearer fantasy or reality. When compiling his notes in the 1960s, Walter appeared to be leaning towards the latter, noting the new trend for naming individual storms as affirmation that others shared his appreciation for the individual character and essence of discrete storms. 86 In the passage, made-up of diary entries and text written during his time in Mauritius, Walter's otherwise business-like tone erupts into a riot of metaphor and allusion as he describes the process of communing with this 'deadly creature of Nature'. From the moment a disturbance is first registered by the barometer, he writes that 'I felt that there was a special genie of the storm with which my own consciousness seemed to be in contact'. The first feeling was of 'uneasy anticipation accompanied by the perception of peculiar moaning in the gentle gusts of the wind which to me was always the prelude to a storm'. It was this perception which sent Walter to his post at the Observatory to begin his lonely vigil with barometer and anemometer. From there he would observe the development of high cirrus clouds 'streaming out from the centre of the storm' like 'a host of fairy chariots mounted by the gremlins of the storm'. The roar of the sea would start to sound an 'ominous accompaniment… to the great atmospheric orchestra', and as he 'followed each slight change in the wind and pressure, summing up almost unconsciously, the probabilities of their significance, there always seemed to be a directing consciousness of control saying: 'not this way but that''.
These themes of consciousness and control recur throughout the passage. He describes the storm as a 'living organism' being created and 'built up by some active intelligence of which I myself became consciously a part'. As the storm neared, he 'never felt terrified' but, he argues, 'I…felt that I was part of it and in control'. Once the centre of the storm had passed over the island and the observatory, he writes 'there grew a sense of achievement, of finality and satisfaction, as the muted sounds of the storm played their andante movement'. As the eye moved off and the drama increased again there was nothing more to be done by way of forecasting, and so Walter could revel in the extreme aesthetics of thunder and lightning, wind and rain. 87 While the passage might be dismissed as irrelevant to the real business of cyclone prediction, the terminology Walter uses -'glamour', 'romance', 'poetry', the force of 'imagination' -speak in important ways to our understanding both of scientific observation, and to the moral economy of forecasting. Lorraine Daston has written of how practices of observation are shaped by pedagogy, experience and habit into the 'all-at-once-ness' of scientific perception, what field naturalists refer to as 'jizz' -the 'sure, swift, silent' movement from flashes of perception to reliable knowledge, 'without pause for mental analysis'. 88 We might wonder whether Walter's cyclonic metaphors -fairy chariots ridden by gremlins, a cascading orchestra of multiple sections -were not just means of retrospectively colouring his story, but played a more active role in producing pattern and order in the sensory experience of a storm. We can understand this method of sensing cyclones as a process of gestalt perception, a sensory perception of synthesis, through the recognition of form, pattern, and the coalescence of key attributes of a storm which is either heading out to sea, or coming this way.
Turn of the century cyclone forecasting in Mauritius was quite clearly reliant on tacit and 'personal knowledge' in Polanyi's sense, 89 as illustrated by the economy of responsibility which had grown around it. In some sense then this was little different to the broader nineteenth century politics of weather forecasting and storm warning, where public debates about the authority of meteorology were widespread, at least in western Europe and North America, along with the sometimes tragic politics of forecasters' personal reliability and responsibility. 90 But what's unique in Mauritius is the combination of a well-developed culture of public meteorological debate and an almost complete lack of the infrastructure for seeing further, such that storm forecasters in Great Britain, the US and the West Indies by that time had, for example. Cables from surrounding islands weren't much help, as by the time a storm had been sensed there it would be too late to start the process of observation, prediction and warning on no more forecasting is required, and despite the destruction undoubtedly being caused to the neighbourhood, the gestalt perception of the storm can switch from anxious anticipation to aesthetic pleasure in something which, in Walter's rendering, is very much akin to the sublime.
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Conclusion
The history of Mauritian meteorology narrated here enriches the historiography of meteorology's global 'march' 92 by offering further evidence of the capacity of places which could be considered colonial 'peripheries' to produce novel theoretical knowledge with global applications. 93 Insights such as that concerning the spiralling winds of cyclonic storms are a further refutation of diffusionist geographies of science: far from a dependence on the metropole, the successes of Mauritian meteorology were built upon colonial networks of alliance and patronage which encompassed local merchants, planters, and passing seamen, strained relations with the colonial government, and occasional and modest support -moral and financial, plus a few tables of data -from London. In the mid-nineteenth century the regular passage of trading ships meant that the Meteorological Society could become a powerful centre of calculation, the island a rich meteorological archive, with Meldrum in particular earning renown throughout the Empire and wider world for his new delineation of the Law of Storms. However, the changing geographies of maritime mobility re-oriented the practice of meteorology on Mauritius, which became much more focused on the observatory as a space carefully regulated in terms of epistemic practices and responsible conduct, and on a science which could help make the colonial economy more productive and resilient in the face of a fickle climate. The island came to function as both a laboratory where new laws could be tested and put to work, and a field where the local effects of meteorological phenomena could be closely observed. The serviceable truths which resulted from the earlier observational work brought the island's meteorologists into new relationships of service and accountability, in a moral economy made manifest in the government's regulation of meteorological conduct, as well as in the narrative structure of Albert Walter's cyclonic sublime.
This was an instrumental, sensory and imaginative engagement with a frequently violent atmospheric environment, through fields of vision which waxed and waned with the comings and goings of imperial trade, and which were constituted by a combination of instrumental observation, learned laws, and imaginative projections.
The literature on the history of island science and island environments would be enhanced by examining not just the construction of the island as an object of knowledge and control, but also by examining the place of islands in scientific and political projects which took much wider, more unruly spaces as their object and setting. The history of Indian Ocean meteorology can contribute to a broader historiographical turn which sees the region as a space of significant interconnections which crossed colonial boundaries and waxed and waned as economic, political and technological systems shifted. 94 We can see these dynamics in the circulation and adaptation of ideas between places like Calcutta and Mauritius; in the itinerant 'colonial lives' of figures like Meldrum, Walter and Claxton between Bombay, Port Louis, Nairobi and Hong Kong; 95 and in the technologies and media which shuttled weather observations and warnings from island to island, from ship to shore and back again. These technologies expanded meteorological fields of vision, but also lead to disconnection as when, for example, steamships began to bypass Mauritius and attention turned to single-station forecasting, a technique which would later come to prominence on ships in World War II, when radio black-outs created sparse informational environments like those encountered by cyclone forecasters in Mauritius around the dawn of the twentieth century. 96 Within these regional and trans-regional geographies, we can understand islands like Mauritius variously as archives, fields, and laboratories, where data could be amassed from afar, generated through watchful, local observation, and apparently universal laws tested against the specifics of locality. 97 Situating these functions within atopia such as the Indian
Ocean, where projects of domination rub up against the arresting forces of a 'natural alterity', 98 offers the scope for better understanding the polycentric geographies of colonial science, as well 
